A weighted platform base makes KIC compatible with virtually any surface and allows you to move it from one area to another with ease.

KIC’s optional monitor supports use a VESA mount to hold up to two monitors securely at exactly the right height.

Adjusting KIC from sitting to standing height is easy with the intuitive lever on the top platform.

A clamp mount secures the monitor arm to its post, allowing you to easily adjust the monitor height independent of the keyboard.

**Desk Mount**

Why settle for either/or when you can have both? KIC brings sit-stand capability to existing furniture layouts without costly or time-consuming reconfigurations. Compatible with systems furniture as well as freestanding desking, KIC’s two configurations give it a place in virtually any environment.

The desk-mounted option uses a weighted base directly under the system to keep it in place. This base gives you the freedom to position KIC exactly where you need it, and allows it to be used on tables and surfaces of any depth, thickness and material.

Regardless of how you keep your KIC workstation on your desktop, its functions are universal. A pneumatic mechanism simultaneously lifts both the monitor and keyboard platforms at your command. The lever and actions required to make the height adjustments will be familiar to anyone who uses a task chair.

KIC’s two platforms are spacious enough to accommodate a monitor or open laptop as well as a full keyboard and mouse, and because it has a load capacity of 28 pounds we can also offer it with two monitor-mount options.

Despite their featherweight appearance, these supports are able to sturdily hold single or dual monitors in the perfect position. Clamps secure the monitor arms to the support poles allowing you to adjust the monitor height independent of the rest of system, while VESA mounts firmly attach the monitors to the arms themselves.
A tension control knob allows you to adjust the system so that the load is balanced perfectly and height adjustments can be made effortlessly.

In a seated position, the clamp-mounted workstation places the keyboard tray 3-1/8" below the desktop at a natural working height.

The keyboard and monitor positions are fixed relative to one another, but the pneumatic lift allows you to adjust the entire workstation 16-5/8".

A wrist rest is a comfortable way to keep your keyboard and mouse right where you need them.

In addition to the desk-mounted configuration, a clamp-mounted KIC is also available. This system can be used at the back of a worksurface 24"-30" deep or at the front of any surface up to 2.95" thick. The slim profile of the clamp even makes it an option in spaces that have existing systems furniture.

The benefits of the clamp-mounted option include its smaller footprint and thinner profile, which help you maintain an uncluttered desktop. Despite this difference, much of the clamp- and desk-mounted systems are identical.

The pneumatic mechanism and controls that allow you to set the workstation at any point in its motion are the same, as is the tension control knob that make those height adjustments effortless. Setting the tension control preloads the mechanism to compensate for the weight of components attached to or placed on the platforms.

Either KIC workstation can also be customized in appearance. While the standard finish for the platforms is black, laminate components may also be specified to coordinate with other furnishings. Durable, affordable and simple to install and use, KIC is everything you need to put your plan for sit-stand desking in motion.